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Compréhension: 

1. The text above is b- a reply to an email. 

2. I choose the correct answer: 

a- Jess replies to lamia in order to: introduce herself  

b- Jessica goes to school on foot 

c- Jessica usually spends her weekend at home 

3. Answering the questions: 

a- Jessica live in New York  

b- Her favorite subjects are History and Philosophy  

c- No they don’t  
d- Because after school she goes to a private school to study Spanish and German  

4. Reference words: 

a- Your … Lamia 

b- These… History and Philosophy  
c- There…  school 
d- It’s… New York  

5. Opposites: 

a- Countryside # city 

b- Free # busy 

c- Remember # forget 

d- Low # high 
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Text Exploration: 

1. Extreme adjectives 

a-  Very happy= excited  

b- Very small = tiny 

c- Very good = excellent  

d- Very beautiful = gorgeous  

2. I complete with articles  

a- Yesterday, I saw a man next to our secondary school. The man was stopped by 

the police  

b- Freedom is won, never given. 

3. Combining the pairs of sentences 

a- Alice needs an antivirus in order to remove a virus from her computer.  

b- The candidate is neither competent nor well informed. 

c- Lamia is both punctual and rapid at work. 

4. Filling in the blanks 

a- You must wear a pinafore in school 

b- You mustn’t cheat at exams 

c- You don’t have to get up early on Friday, you don’t study  
5. Reflexive pronoun 

a- Jessica writes the letter by herself  

b- Arthur and Dexter are from USA. They live in a small flat by themselves  

6. The stress: /’subject/. /pre'pare/. /’coutry/. /for ‘get/ 
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